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Several years ago Mallows [l] proposed the problem of calculating the 
integral 
sin u 1 
I 
(sin au)LI (sin /Iu)~ 4 (a+/?= I) 
whose value could be obtained on the basis of a general theorem in 
Probability Theory [2]. No solutions have appeared, but 2 years later a 
sophisticated and elegant evaluation of (1) was presented by Evans et al. 
[3] by the use of bivariate Langrangian inversion. In this paper we shall 
show how the value of (1) may be discovered, along with a host of similar 
formulas, by contour integration. Our procedure is similar to the one 
employed in [2]. 
Let us start with Cauchy’s integral representation for the beta func- 
tion [4] 
-.‘-‘(l-s)-y-l ds= f(x+Y+ ‘1 
f(x+ l)f(y+ 1)’ 
O<c<l. (2) 
In (2) set x = yt y = 6t and distort the path of integration to 
contour (i) s = sin au cscu e’@,, IUI <7t 
1 sin au cscu eipU, Iul<7m 
(3) 
contour (ii) s = 
iu, ( u 1 > sin( na/2/?) csc( n/2&. 
Contour (ii) is composed of three segments. Two extend from or to infinity 
along the positive and negative imaginary axis from the points 
) i sin( xa/2/I) csc( 77/2fl), 
which are joined by the curvilinear third portion. 
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We assume that Re(yt + St + 1) > 0, a + B = 1, and 0 < Re a < 1 although 
these restrictions can be relaxed. For contour (i) Cauchy’s integral (2) 
reduces to 
a sin(vt + a) u /I sin(vt - /?) u (sin u),+’ I - 
sin au sin /?u (sin au)Y (sin /?u)~ 1 du 
rcr[(jJ+6)t+l] 
=f(yt+ 1) qst+ 1)’ (4) 
where v = a8 - /?r. When v = 0, (4) reduces to Mallows’ integral (1). In 
deriving (4) we have used symmetry to eliminate odd terms in the 
integrand and to halve the range of integration with respect to u. For 
contour (ii) the same procedure yields 
a sin(vt + a) u /I sin(vt - /I) u (sin u),+’ ’ - 
sin au sin flu (sin au)y (sin j?u)’ 1 du 
6r+l,(6+y)t+l;(6+y)t+2;-~ , (5) 
where 3, = sin(rra/2/3) csc(n/2/?). For example, 
aj2x xsin($+x)u J i (l-x)sin(t-x)u IJ sin u sin xu + sin(1 -x) u du 0 sin xu sin( 1 - x) 24 
= 2 + cos2 71/4x, O<x<l. Pa) 
There are a myriad of “Bromwich” contour integrals available in tables 
of Laplace or Mellin transforms which can be treated in a similar fashion 
to produce new real definite integrals. As an example, consider the familiar 
inverse Laplace transform 
1 
s 
E + i* X 
c-P ’ 
-v-lexsds- 
f(v + 1)’ 
c>o 
for which the contour can be distorted into 
ueiu 
contour (iii) s = -, 
sin u 
contour (iv) s = 
{ 
u cscu eiU. IUI <n/2 
1% 1 u ) > n/2. 
(6) 
(7) 
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T(v+ 1)’ x > 0. 
The special case x = v verifies a conjecture of Nuttall [SJ Integration along 
contour (iv) gives 
n/2 sin(x-v)u 1 i sin(x-v-l)24 sin u sin 28 ii ! ’ - _I e.r”cotu du _ AXY 0 II II T(v+l) 
-Re 
I 
m duu-“-‘expIi(xu-(v+l))K/2)). (9) n/2 
The last integral is expressible in terms of generalized sine and cosine 
integral functions and in particular, for x = v = integer, one finds 
du 






k+l k (-ly(2,-2)! 
c n=, 
I (kn)‘“-I ’ 
We conclude with another generalization of Nuttall’s integral [4] which 
was obtained in a similar fashion: 
du = XX - “J,( vx), 
Ixl<l,Rev>O. (11) 
This has independent interest as a new integral representation for the 
Bessel functions. 
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